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Memo on . DT phone call on l'ing/Ray material 

For all the world as tooggu it were spontaneous, the conseuence of 
the s Abyt unconnebted working of bureaucarcy, I got a phone call about 11 

&y (5/27) from a women who said she was Rolapp's office calling to 
tell me tue xxxxxxsxxxxxxx material I requested was there for me "with two 
exceptions". 

These "exceptions", it turned out, were not that they were not gi ving 
me two things I requested, but first, I'd have to pay for them, n9.50, and second, 
the pictures would take an added three weeks. She could not tell one the cost of 
the pictures. So, I asked her to find this out, phone Bud, whose name end 
number I gave her, and he'd send a check imrediately so either he could pick 
these papers ur of they could be sent to me. 

Saying she would, she didn't, as I learned from Bud the next day. 

Because of the delay in tue pictures, they made xeroxes of those pages, 
for which I thanked her. 

Now it happens this is either a remarkable coincidence, it aaving been 
three weeks since the Promised access end about two weeks since I'd given then 
about 10 minutes of xeroxinR to do. Paul -Ulentine phoned me Tuesday41 the day 
before, to get my okay on his goinj and asking to see the file. I said okay, with 
Dud's agreement and his that ue'd not use other than whet I'd promised aim. ue 
did go there, as Bud told me later. 

So, this new thing, Justice doings something without being blasted, 
seems tot to have been spontaneous tut caused by fear of newspaper reaction to 
taeir continuinz delays end stallings. 

lied she done as she promised, and as is proper, for they have not yet 
told me hol!r much the pictures will cost, I'd have had these pages by now. 


